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Read free Doctors orders over 50 inventive cocktails to
cure revive and enliven Copy
cocktails were first created as medicinal tonics and today the best drinks still have the power to soothe and restore in doctor s
orders you ll find classic cocktails and new concoctions to cure whatever ails you whether it s a broken heart or just a serious
case of the mondays chris edwards and dave tregenza prescribe restorative elixirs such as the apple a day and delicious potions
like the jungle fever make a visit to the peach therapist give yourself some thirst aid and remedy any hangover with tiger s milk
a twist on the tried and true bloody mary chapters include remedies packed with vitamins and antioxidants sweet and indulgent
comforters and fixer uppers to put a pep in your step with recipes to create your own syrups infused spirits and garnishes as well
as tips for perfect presentation this book is just what the doctor ordered cocktails were first created as medicinal tonics and
today the best drinks still have the power to soothe and restore in doctor s orders you ll find classic cocktails and new
concoctions to cure whatever ails you whether it s a broken heart or just a serious case of the mondays chris edwards and dave
tregenza prescribe restorative elixirs such as the apple a day and delicious potions like the jungle fever make a visit to the peach
therapist give yourself some thirst aid and remedy any hangover with tiger s milk a twist on the tried and true bloody mary
chapters include remedies packed with vitamins and antioxidants sweet and indulgent mood lifters and fixer uppers to put a pep
in your step with recipes to create your own syrups infused spirits and garnishes as well as tips for perfect presentation this book
is just what the doctor ordered the volume presents louw s contextual prosodic theory from its beginnings to its newest
applications it journeys from delexicalisation and relexicalisation into semantic prosody and then to the heart of its contextual
requirements within collocation and the thinking of j r firth once there it moves much of firth s and malinowski s thinking into a
computational method based upon the ability of language to govern and analyse itself using collocation to plot its scope and
limits with the assistance of analytic philosophy it parts logic grammar from metaphysics vocabulary along the lines of a non
computational formula of bertrand russell and so falsifies the major premise of the vienna circle using its own central tenet the
principle of verification having arrived at corpus derived subtext the semantic aura of grammar strings as distinguished from
semantic prosody the second half of the book proceeds to verify the theory on slavic languages the focus is on the poet
alexander pushkin whose authorial intention becomes computationally recoverable prose is handled on samples authored by
david lodge where authorial in sincerity louw 1993 is viewed on a cline of inspiration and quality of discourse other applications
in the volume include studies on translation negotiation humour and the reception of cpt a russian english dictionary of uncertain
vintage containing the whole vocabulary in general use with copious selections of scientific technical and commercial terms and
others lately brought into use with their pronunciation figured an invaluable resource for linguists learners and users of
lithuanian this is the first dictionary of the language generally available in the west for a number of years an invaluable resource
for linguists learners and users of lithuanian this is the first dictionary of the language generally available in the west for a
number of years special supplemental section includes a guide to lithuanian pronunciation and grammar over 25 000 entries in
each section make this a standard reference this book is intended as an aid to believers in developing a daily time of morning
revival with the lord in his word at the same time it provides a limited review of the international training for elders and
responsible ones webcast from anaheim california on april 16 18 2021 the general subject of the training was vital factors for the
recovery of the church life through intimate contact with the lord in his word the believers can be constituted with life and truth
and thereby equipped to prophesy in the meetings of the church unto the building up of the body of christ many of the concepts
values and basic assumptions on which modern economic and business theory is based do not translate into or convey the same
meaning in non european languages or non western cultures as they do in western societies this results in a mismatch between
what many of the concepts values and basic assumptions on which modern economic and business theory is based do not
translate into or convey the same meaning in non european languages or non western cultures as they do in western societies
this results in a mismatch between what have now become global economic values and local cultural ones kensei hiwaki
considers a new paradigm that a sound culture is needed to underpin development employment and trade and an optimal
development path this concept is discussed against the background of the author s contention that his own japanese society has
succumbed to unsustainable modern tendencies leading to the antithesis of sustainable development and placing the society
and economy in a credibility trap into which it is predicted other countries like china might also fall professor hiwaki presents a
detailed theoretical framework for balanced socioeconomic development relevant to sustainable development of the global
community explaining the pivotal concepts on which it is based as well as the institutional and practical implications of adopting
the paradigm including new approaches to taxation employment trade multi media communications and global governance
culture and economics in the global community is a challenging but ultimately hopeful book that introduces new perspectives for
leaders in the political arena in business in development agencies and to researchers and others with a professional or academic
interest in economics trade governance and environmental issues social policy or cultural anthropology william owen pughe a
dictionary of the welsh language vol ii london printed for e williams 1803 this volume presents a theoretical defense of the
potential of ordinary individuals to construct values and through them to become self empowering responsible participants in a
democratic community rather than conceiving of power as domination the author identifies true power as self empowerment a
notion based on self construction he proposes the vision of an authentically free self filled with a compassion that is a composite
of reason and feeling such a composite self does not consciously manipulate language truth and desire to dominate and
subordinate other individuals but uses them to construct values and norms that can enrich others to support his argument the
author draws on both classical and contemporary philosophers as well as on literary sources this book is intended as an aid to
believers in developing a daily time of morning revival with the lord in his word at the same time it provides a limited review of
the semiannual training held july 3 8 2017 in anaheim california on the continuation of the crystallization study of ezekiel
through intimate contact with the lord in his word the believers can be constituted with life and truth and thereby equipped to
prophesy in the meetings of the church unto the building up of the body of christ compiled by reginald de bray todor dimitrovski
blagoja korubin and trajko stamatoski edited and prepared for publication by peter hill suncica mircevska and kevin windle at the
australian national university the macedonian english dictionary is the essential aid to all work involving the two languages the
dictionary is the most ambitious record to date to record english equivalents for the vocabulary of modern macedonian it covers
the vocabulary met with in a wide variety of settings and literary forms from modern urban life to traditional folk poetry features
include 50 000 headwords clear accurate examples of usage all necessary grammatical information for macedonian headwords
details of stress where it departs from the regular pattern a broad range of idiomatic expressions and proverbs the work is based
on the lexical corpus of the renowned rechnik na makendonskiot jazik prepared by scholars at the australian national university
in canberra working in collaboration with the compilers of the original rechnik the content has been brought up to date by the
addition of many newer words and new senses which have arisen for older words psalm 119 extols the virtues and expounds the
values of the word of god to the believer in every experience of life to accomplish this the author of the psalm uses all twenty
two letters of the hebrew alphabet in sections of eight verses each every verse in the first octet begins with the letter aleph a
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the second section with the letter beth b and so on throughout the psalm psalm 119 begins with the prologue verses 13 showing
the blessing of the one walking in the word the rest of the psalm verses 4176 is one long prayer to jehovah exhibiting the
excellence of the word of god and applying it to numerous needs in the psalmists experience at the heart of your christian life
and prophetic ministry is your intimate relationship with god and a vital connection to his word in this book helen calder shares
her personal journey from burnout and spiritual exhaustion to a lifestyle of encountering god the pathway that launched her into
prophetic ministry deeper contains many practical tips to help you discover the relationship with god and the bible that you are
uniquely designed for together with the accompanying workbook deeper takes you on a journey of personal renewal deeper 6
steps to greater intimacy with god and his word will help you identify factors that may be holding you back in your intimate
relationship with godrenew your passion and vision for bible studyempower you with tools to discover a fresh approach in your
devotional lifeprovide information about the many ways you can pray and hear god s voicegive you specific steps to discover the
times and places that you personally encounter godbuild your spiritual gift and ministry by focusing on the source of that gift
your intimate relationship with god chapter list 1 recognise the value of your devotional life 2 pursue encounters with god 3
consider a fresh approach to bible study 4 find your places of divine appointment 5 recharge your prayer life 6 lean in to hear
god s voice appendix 1 journaling methods appendix 2 jesus prayer life deeper is available for download in pdf 112 pages bonus
deeper workbook the deeper workbook is your essential companion to deeper 6 steps to greater intimacy with god and his word
the workbook enables you to process your own journey to renewing your devotional life with honest self assessments and clear
steps forwarddiscover your strongest learning styles and apply them to your own bible studyfind out the best times and places
for you to personally connect with god and his wordexplore the unique ways you hear from god pray and encounter him the
deeper workbook is also ideal for small group study with both exercises and discussion questions provided the deeper workbook
is designed for optional printing with 26 pages in a4 pdf format this unabridged work includes a previously distributed dictionary
of latvian proverbs making it unique and more attractive than similar publications a translating dictionary like this one is a
practical dictionary that translates words in existing texts it does not as a rule provide descriptions or explanations nor does it
set norms of how words should be spelled the aim of dictionary users can be either to understand the source language the
language of the headwords or to translate it into the target language the language of the translation equivalents the user s first
language can be either the source language or the target language this makes for four possible types of interlingual dictionaries
descriptive prescriptive or translating existing latvian english dictionaries indicate that they are intended for users whose first
language is latvian and whose purpose is to translate it into english this dictionary is intended primarily for users whose first
language is english and who wish to understand texts written in latvian this of course does not preclude latvian speakers from
using it to translate from latvian into english i e to produce english texts english speaking latvians may in fact find it helpful for
accurate and natural translation other features of this dictionary are the number of entries over 106 000 which is more than
double that of any other latvian english dictionary the use of american rather than british english an extensive coverage of
technical terms from all fields of science and technology the comprehensive inclusion of spelling variants and the inclusion of
colloquialisms common speech words vulgar terms slang barbarisms selected regionalisms and terms found in folkloric language
the entries of this dictionary were collected from various extant monolingual and bilingual latvian dictionaries general and
specialized spelling dictionaries technical dictionaries etymological dictionaries general encyclopedias periodical literature and
many latvian speakers of the latter i want to single out the contribution of the late sea captain inats lejnieks in his time the
captain had commanded full rigged sailing ships with latvian crews and he supplied the latvian equivalents of the names of sails
and principal ropes spars and part of the hull i was fortunate to have captain lejnieks share his expertise with me as this material
was not available anywhere else with more than 1 300 000 answers this volume contains more than twice as many words as any
other crossword dictionary meticulously compiled by two crossword professionals with a combined fifty years in the field and
based on a massive analysis of current crosswords there has never been a crossword dictionary with the breadth depth and
currency of this one from jim carrey to sister carrie homer simpson to homer s iliad the wide ranging entries include 500 000
synonyms 3 000 literary works 3 000 films 20 000 famous people from all fields and more than 50 000 fill in the blank clues so
popular in today s crosswords featuring an introduction by new york times crossword editor will shortz the million word
crossword dictionary makes every other crossword dictionary obsolete this edition offers thousands of new entries including
slang terms brand names celebrity names and films novelists works sports hall of famers automobile models and more the larger
type size makes finding the answers easier than ever this book is intended as an aid to believers in developing a daily time of
morning revival with the lord in his word at the same time it provides a limited review of the memorial day weekend conference
held in st louis missouri may 22 25 2015 the general subject of the conference was the need of a new revival through intimate
contact with the lord in his word the believers can be constituted with life and truth and thereby equipped to prophesy in the
meetings of the church unto the building up of the body of christ originally published in 1961 by the founder of rodale inc the
synonym finder continues to be a practical reference tool for every home and office this thesaurus contains more than 1 million
synonyms arranged alphabetically with separate subdivisions for the different parts of speech and meanings of the same word
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Doctor's Orders 2017-11-02
cocktails were first created as medicinal tonics and today the best drinks still have the power to soothe and restore in doctor s
orders you ll find classic cocktails and new concoctions to cure whatever ails you whether it s a broken heart or just a serious
case of the mondays chris edwards and dave tregenza prescribe restorative elixirs such as the apple a day and delicious potions
like the jungle fever make a visit to the peach therapist give yourself some thirst aid and remedy any hangover with tiger s milk
a twist on the tried and true bloody mary chapters include remedies packed with vitamins and antioxidants sweet and indulgent
comforters and fixer uppers to put a pep in your step with recipes to create your own syrups infused spirits and garnishes as well
as tips for perfect presentation this book is just what the doctor ordered

Lexikon Hellēnoanglikon kai Angloellēnikon. A lexicon of Modern Greek-
English and English-Modern Greek 1868
cocktails were first created as medicinal tonics and today the best drinks still have the power to soothe and restore in doctor s
orders you ll find classic cocktails and new concoctions to cure whatever ails you whether it s a broken heart or just a serious
case of the mondays chris edwards and dave tregenza prescribe restorative elixirs such as the apple a day and delicious potions
like the jungle fever make a visit to the peach therapist give yourself some thirst aid and remedy any hangover with tiger s milk
a twist on the tried and true bloody mary chapters include remedies packed with vitamins and antioxidants sweet and indulgent
mood lifters and fixer uppers to put a pep in your step with recipes to create your own syrups infused spirits and garnishes as
well as tips for perfect presentation this book is just what the doctor ordered

A Lexicon of Modern Greek-English and English-Modern Greek: Modern
Greek-English 1868
the volume presents louw s contextual prosodic theory from its beginnings to its newest applications it journeys from
delexicalisation and relexicalisation into semantic prosody and then to the heart of its contextual requirements within collocation
and the thinking of j r firth once there it moves much of firth s and malinowski s thinking into a computational method based
upon the ability of language to govern and analyse itself using collocation to plot its scope and limits with the assistance of
analytic philosophy it parts logic grammar from metaphysics vocabulary along the lines of a non computational formula of
bertrand russell and so falsifies the major premise of the vienna circle using its own central tenet the principle of verification
having arrived at corpus derived subtext the semantic aura of grammar strings as distinguished from semantic prosody the
second half of the book proceeds to verify the theory on slavic languages the focus is on the poet alexander pushkin whose
authorial intention becomes computationally recoverable prose is handled on samples authored by david lodge where authorial
in sincerity louw 1993 is viewed on a cline of inspiration and quality of discourse other applications in the volume include studies
on translation negotiation humour and the reception of cpt

A New and Improved Standard French and English and English and French
Dictionary 1852
a russian english dictionary of uncertain vintage containing the whole vocabulary in general use with copious selections of
scientific technical and commercial terms and others lately brought into use with their pronunciation figured

Λεξικον Ελληνο-Αγγλικον 1892
an invaluable resource for linguists learners and users of lithuanian this is the first dictionary of the language generally available
in the west for a number of years an invaluable resource for linguists learners and users of lithuanian this is the first dictionary of
the language generally available in the west for a number of years special supplemental section includes a guide to lithuanian
pronunciation and grammar over 25 000 entries in each section make this a standard reference

Modern Greek-English Dictionary 1892
this book is intended as an aid to believers in developing a daily time of morning revival with the lord in his word at the same
time it provides a limited review of the international training for elders and responsible ones webcast from anaheim california on
april 16 18 2021 the general subject of the training was vital factors for the recovery of the church life through intimate contact
with the lord in his word the believers can be constituted with life and truth and thereby equipped to prophesy in the meetings of
the church unto the building up of the body of christ

Doctor's Orders 2018-02-06
many of the concepts values and basic assumptions on which modern economic and business theory is based do not translate
into or convey the same meaning in non european languages or non western cultures as they do in western societies this results
in a mismatch between what many of the concepts values and basic assumptions on which modern economic and business
theory is based do not translate into or convey the same meaning in non european languages or non western cultures as they do
in western societies this results in a mismatch between what have now become global economic values and local cultural ones
kensei hiwaki considers a new paradigm that a sound culture is needed to underpin development employment and trade and an
optimal development path this concept is discussed against the background of the author s contention that his own japanese
society has succumbed to unsustainable modern tendencies leading to the antithesis of sustainable development and placing
the society and economy in a credibility trap into which it is predicted other countries like china might also fall professor hiwaki
presents a detailed theoretical framework for balanced socioeconomic development relevant to sustainable development of the
global community explaining the pivotal concepts on which it is based as well as the institutional and practical implications of
adopting the paradigm including new approaches to taxation employment trade multi media communications and global
governance culture and economics in the global community is a challenging but ultimately hopeful book that introduces new
perspectives for leaders in the political arena in business in development agencies and to researchers and others with a
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professional or academic interest in economics trade governance and environmental issues social policy or cultural anthropology

Corpus Stylistics as Contextual Prosodic Theory and Subtext 2016-05-25
william owen pughe a dictionary of the welsh language vol ii london printed for e williams 1803

A New Pronouncing Dictionary of the Russian and English Languages,
Volume 2, Russian to English 2010-12-01
this volume presents a theoretical defense of the potential of ordinary individuals to construct values and through them to
become self empowering responsible participants in a democratic community rather than conceiving of power as domination the
author identifies true power as self empowerment a notion based on self construction he proposes the vision of an authentically
free self filled with a compassion that is a composite of reason and feeling such a composite self does not consciously
manipulate language truth and desire to dominate and subordinate other individuals but uses them to construct values and
norms that can enrich others to support his argument the author draws on both classical and contemporary philosophers as well
as on literary sources

Lexikon hellēnoanglikon 1889
this book is intended as an aid to believers in developing a daily time of morning revival with the lord in his word at the same
time it provides a limited review of the semiannual training held july 3 8 2017 in anaheim california on the continuation of the
crystallization study of ezekiel through intimate contact with the lord in his word the believers can be constituted with life and
truth and thereby equipped to prophesy in the meetings of the church unto the building up of the body of christ

New and complete modern Greek & English dictionary 1880
compiled by reginald de bray todor dimitrovski blagoja korubin and trajko stamatoski edited and prepared for publication by
peter hill suncica mircevska and kevin windle at the australian national university the macedonian english dictionary is the
essential aid to all work involving the two languages the dictionary is the most ambitious record to date to record english
equivalents for the vocabulary of modern macedonian it covers the vocabulary met with in a wide variety of settings and literary
forms from modern urban life to traditional folk poetry features include 50 000 headwords clear accurate examples of usage all
necessary grammatical information for macedonian headwords details of stress where it departs from the regular pattern a
broad range of idiomatic expressions and proverbs the work is based on the lexical corpus of the renowned rechnik na
makendonskiot jazik prepared by scholars at the australian national university in canberra working in collaboration with the
compilers of the original rechnik the content has been brought up to date by the addition of many newer words and new senses
which have arisen for older words

Lithuanian Dictionary 1995
psalm 119 extols the virtues and expounds the values of the word of god to the believer in every experience of life to accomplish
this the author of the psalm uses all twenty two letters of the hebrew alphabet in sections of eight verses each every verse in
the first octet begins with the letter aleph a the second section with the letter beth b and so on throughout the psalm psalm 119
begins with the prologue verses 13 showing the blessing of the one walking in the word the rest of the psalm verses 4176 is one
long prayer to jehovah exhibiting the excellence of the word of god and applying it to numerous needs in the psalmists
experience

Antiquæ linguæ britannicæ thesaurus 1839
at the heart of your christian life and prophetic ministry is your intimate relationship with god and a vital connection to his word
in this book helen calder shares her personal journey from burnout and spiritual exhaustion to a lifestyle of encountering god the
pathway that launched her into prophetic ministry deeper contains many practical tips to help you discover the relationship with
god and the bible that you are uniquely designed for together with the accompanying workbook deeper takes you on a journey
of personal renewal deeper 6 steps to greater intimacy with god and his word will help you identify factors that may be holding
you back in your intimate relationship with godrenew your passion and vision for bible studyempower you with tools to discover
a fresh approach in your devotional lifeprovide information about the many ways you can pray and hear god s voicegive you
specific steps to discover the times and places that you personally encounter godbuild your spiritual gift and ministry by focusing
on the source of that gift your intimate relationship with god chapter list 1 recognise the value of your devotional life 2 pursue
encounters with god 3 consider a fresh approach to bible study 4 find your places of divine appointment 5 recharge your prayer
life 6 lean in to hear god s voice appendix 1 journaling methods appendix 2 jesus prayer life deeper is available for download in
pdf 112 pages bonus deeper workbook the deeper workbook is your essential companion to deeper 6 steps to greater intimacy
with god and his word the workbook enables you to process your own journey to renewing your devotional life with honest self
assessments and clear steps forwarddiscover your strongest learning styles and apply them to your own bible studyfind out the
best times and places for you to personally connect with god and his wordexplore the unique ways you hear from god pray and
encounter him the deeper workbook is also ideal for small group study with both exercises and discussion questions provided
the deeper workbook is designed for optional printing with 26 pages in a4 pdf format

Polnîi russko-angliiskii slovar 1885
this unabridged work includes a previously distributed dictionary of latvian proverbs making it unique and more attractive than
similar publications a translating dictionary like this one is a practical dictionary that translates words in existing texts it does not
as a rule provide descriptions or explanations nor does it set norms of how words should be spelled the aim of dictionary users
can be either to understand the source language the language of the headwords or to translate it into the target language the
language of the translation equivalents the user s first language can be either the source language or the target language this
makes for four possible types of interlingual dictionaries descriptive prescriptive or translating existing latvian english
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dictionaries indicate that they are intended for users whose first language is latvian and whose purpose is to translate it into
english this dictionary is intended primarily for users whose first language is english and who wish to understand texts written in
latvian this of course does not preclude latvian speakers from using it to translate from latvian into english i e to produce english
texts english speaking latvians may in fact find it helpful for accurate and natural translation other features of this dictionary are
the number of entries over 106 000 which is more than double that of any other latvian english dictionary the use of american
rather than british english an extensive coverage of technical terms from all fields of science and technology the comprehensive
inclusion of spelling variants and the inclusion of colloquialisms common speech words vulgar terms slang barbarisms selected
regionalisms and terms found in folkloric language the entries of this dictionary were collected from various extant monolingual
and bilingual latvian dictionaries general and specialized spelling dictionaries technical dictionaries etymological dictionaries
general encyclopedias periodical literature and many latvian speakers of the latter i want to single out the contribution of the
late sea captain inats lejnieks in his time the captain had commanded full rigged sailing ships with latvian crews and he supplied
the latvian equivalents of the names of sails and principal ropes spars and part of the hull i was fortunate to have captain
lejnieks share his expertise with me as this material was not available anywhere else

The Holy Word for Morning Revival - Vital Factors for the Recovery of the
Church Life 2021-04-24
with more than 1 300 000 answers this volume contains more than twice as many words as any other crossword dictionary
meticulously compiled by two crossword professionals with a combined fifty years in the field and based on a massive analysis of
current crosswords there has never been a crossword dictionary with the breadth depth and currency of this one from jim carrey
to sister carrie homer simpson to homer s iliad the wide ranging entries include 500 000 synonyms 3 000 literary works 3 000
films 20 000 famous people from all fields and more than 50 000 fill in the blank clues so popular in today s crosswords featuring
an introduction by new york times crossword editor will shortz the million word crossword dictionary makes every other
crossword dictionary obsolete this edition offers thousands of new entries including slang terms brand names celebrity names
and films novelists works sports hall of famers automobile models and more the larger type size makes finding the answers
easier than ever

A Dictionary of the Welsh Language 1832
this book is intended as an aid to believers in developing a daily time of morning revival with the lord in his word at the same
time it provides a limited review of the memorial day weekend conference held in st louis missouri may 22 25 2015 the general
subject of the conference was the need of a new revival through intimate contact with the lord in his word the believers can be
constituted with life and truth and thereby equipped to prophesy in the meetings of the church unto the building up of the body
of christ

A Dictionary of the Welsh Language explained in English 1832
originally published in 1961 by the founder of rodale inc the synonym finder continues to be a practical reference tool for every
home and office this thesaurus contains more than 1 million synonyms arranged alphabetically with separate subdivisions for
the different parts of speech and meanings of the same word

A dictionary of the Welsh language. [Preceded by] A grammar of the Welsh
language. 2 vols. [in 3 pt.]. [Followed by] An outline of the characteristics of
the Welsh. 2 vols. [in 4 pt.]. 1832

Νέον λεξικόν ελληνόαγγλικόν 1874

Λεξικον ελληνοαγγλικον και αγγλοελληνικον 1868

A new and complete Russian-English dictionary 1884

Culture and Economics in the Global Community 2016-05-13

A Dictionary of the Welsh Language Explained in English 1803

A Dictionary of the Welsh Language, Vol. I 2022-04-23

Geiriadur Cynmraeg a Saesoneg. A Welsh and English Dictionary ... To which
is prefixed, a Welsh Grammar 1803

Self-Construction and the Formation of Human Values 2001-01-30
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Royal Dictionary English and French and French and English ... (Grand
Dictionnaire Français-Anglais Et Anglais-Français) 1845

The Gospel advocate, for promoting spiritual unity, ed. by A.J. Baxter 1874

Greek-English Lexicon with Explantions of the More Difficult Pronunciation
of the English Words in Order to Facilitate the Greek Learner: Greek-English
lexicon 1903

The Holy Word for Morning Revival - Crystallization-study of Ezekiel, Volume
3 2017-07-10

The Routledge Macedonian-English Dictionary 2021-06-23

Meaningful Meditations 2004-10

Le traducteur françois, or, A new and practical system for translating the
French language 1826

Greek-English Lexicon with Explanations of the More Difficult Pronunciation
of the English Words in Order to Facilitate the Greek Learner 1900

Deeper 2018-10-16

Latvian-English Dictionary 2008-07-30

The Million Word Crossword Dictionary 2010-11-09

The Holy Word for Morning Revival - The Need for a New Revival 2015-05-30

The Synonym Finder 2016-04-22

The irish-english primer, or first guide to the irish language: intended to
assist the native irish in learning english through the medium of the irish
language 1824
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